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COMMERCIAL AVIATION AND THE ENGINEER 

By Harry A. PHILLIPS 

Junior Mechanical 

That it would be difficult to adopt war planes to com- _ sis, the fuselage, in short, everything except the wing it- 

mercial use was realized by many people even before the self are generally considered in this classification. To 

armistice. Economy is not given much consideration dur- draw wings through the air at great speed, requires 2 

ing a war. Fighting power, speed, and manoeuvering force which will overcome not only the resistance of the 

ability are the requisites of a scout plane; other specifica- wings, but the resistance of the parasite members as well; 

tions are paramount for bombing and reconnaissance consequently, if we can reduce this parasite resistance 

planes, but expense means little or nothing. Neverthe- in any way, we may use a lower-powered motor, and 

less, a vast amount of new information concerning air- hence less fuel. The resistance of a member may be les- 

planes was available as a result of war-time develop- 

ment, and engineers built some very creditable passenger 

and cargo carriers. These were usually adaptions of si 

bombing planes. The Martin twelve passenger carrier, os ace = Pr ed 

the Curtiss Eagle, the L. W. F., and the Lawson planes anise =. See Pt ia dha 

in this country, and the Caproni, Handley-Page, Airco, SE ee a 

Vickers, Bleriot, and other machines in Europe, were ded a 

all the results of attempts to incorporate into peace-t:me Se a a a ie 

planes the valuable lessons of war-time experience. All a : oe s : A 

are highly creditable and represent progress, but they s gee EE 

are not solutions of the problems of commercial aviation. Ce es Be < 4 Se 

We do not expect solutions overnight, however, and it is ~ ee ee Uh e\ , i : 

encouraging to watch the rapid strides being made in = fe oe x i. \ A % 

this new branch of the engineering profession. — Ade “€ 

When the man of commerce p'aces the matter before ee Sa es 

the engineer, he says that flying must be made less expen- 7 es \ ian aroaat 

sive. There are, of course, certain purposes to which he 7 a No ‘ 

the airplane may be adapted profitably at the present oo 7 + 

time. But the differences in cost found in transporta- EF EW eos 

tion by rail, water, and air, still prohibit the common use Jai ; AN e } a P 

of the airplane. With this in mind, the aeronautical engi- f a y PS 

neer has been striving to lessen the cost of air travel, a a4 ‘@ » \ OG 

primarily by building airplanes sufficiently economical in ap, eS a 

operation to warrant establishing aerial lines of transpor- 

tation. 
GERMAN ALL MeTaL JUNKER PLANE AND THE INTERIOR 

Confining ourselves to the plane itself, there are ap- BRACING or THE WINGS. The bracing should be viewed from 

parently three lines upon which reduction of expense may epee ve OY athe aeade a sae 

take place. We may produce the plane at less initial Qgypugated duralumin wing covering. Note absence of ex- 

cost, we may run it at less expense, or we may make it ternal struts and wires in the Junker plane, and the wing 

last longer. All of these are important, but the second form of the fuselage. All parasite resistance except the 

is most interesting because the problem of running the radiator and landing gear has been eliminated. 

plane at less expense is concerned very largely with aero-— sened by reducing its size, by shaping it so as to create 

dynamics, a branch of phystes comparatively new to us. Jess disturbance in passing through the air (called 

The bugbear of the aeronautical engineer, striving for “streamlining’”) ; or, if it may be contained within some 

high efficiency of his plane, is parasite resistance. that . . other member, it naturally will have no resistance what- 

resistance to the passage through the air of members of — soever. 

the machine which, though necessary to its structure, do For many years the Pratt truss was universally con 

not contribute a lift to the plane during flight. Interplane — sidered the proper structure for the wings of an airplane. 

struts, exposed bracing and contro! wires, landing chas- Largely due to the Pratt truss system of bracing, the
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bip‘ane, with its interplane struts and wires, seemed des- feature of the future successful airplane. 
tined always to predominate over the monoplane, though Apparently the only solution to the problem of elimin- 
the superimposed wings are not so efficient aerodynami- ating the resistance of the landing gear is to withdraw 
cally as the wings of the latter. The exposed struts and it into the fuselage after the plane takes to the air. Since 
wire contributed a large amount of resistance, and there are some serious difficulties, the majority of engi- 
though this resistance was reduced by streamlining, ac- neers have satisfied themselves with simplifying and 
complished recently in the case of the wires by the sub- streamlining the parts of the chassis as fully as possible. 
stitution of flattened solid steel wire for the old aviator A retractable chassis for small planes has been patented 

. stranded wire, the desire has always been to brace the by J. V. Martin, but is not in wide use. Despite these 
wing internally, and use no external struts or wires what- facts, the designers of large planes are bound to recog- 
soever. nize the advantage of withdrawing the chassis, and there 

The airplane popularly known as the “Christmas Bul- is little doubt that the scheme is to become more popular. 
let,” which appeared in the fall of 1918, was probably In designing the fuselage, the effort to date has been 
the first machine with interbraced wings to be flown mainly to shape it properly, and to decrease the size and 
in this country. The designed depended upon com- number of irregularities. Since the fuselage of a plane 
bination wood and veneer beams to give the requisite must exist, and consequently resist, one comes soon to 
strength to the wing, and, though the construction was the conclusion that the utmost in design has been reached, 
not immediately successful, it was a good start. Other but, o nthe contrary, we have only begun. A close scru- 
internally braced wings that have been built in this tiny of the Junker plane wil! show that a longitudinal! 
country are the wings designed by Mr. Stout, and those section of the fuselage has the curve of an aerofoil, and, 
designed by the Dayton-Wright Co. Descriptions of the according to Mr. Larsen who holds the Junker patent 
Stout monoplane state that six spars, formed of veneer rights in this country, the fuselage lends a lift at high 
sections, are made up of spruce combined with plywood speeds. The possibilities of taking advantage of the 
gussets into the form of a double Pratt truss, the.spars resistance of the fuselage by so shaping it as to secure a 
tapering with the wing to the tip to keep similar wing lift are immense, and it remains the special task of the 
curves. These spars are reinforced by the ribs and ply- wind-tunnel expert to guide us in this development. 
wood covering of the wing itself in taking the lift and Power-p!ant is another problem which is very import- 
drift stresses, as the vertical and horizontal components ant aerodynamically and is still causing expert designers 
of the air pressure are commonly known. The Dayton- a great deal of trouble. Previous to the war there were 
Wright wing is also of wood and plywood. However, few airplane motors of more than a hundred horsepower. 
the most successful internally braced wing in this country The demand for larger airplanes carried with it the neces- 
is found on the German all-metal Junker plane. The sity of using more than one motor, and the usual 
wings, as well as the rest of the plane, with the exception result was a bi-motored airplane whose motors were 
of the steel couples which attach the wing to the body _ paced in seperate units outside the fuselage and on either 
of the machine are constructed of duralumin. Nine dur- w:ng, usually in nacelles placed midway between the 
alumin tubes run laterally through the wing, which tapers planes. With the design of higher powered motors came 

: evenly toward the tip, the tubes drawing closer to the demand for still larger planes, and it became com- 
preserve similarly formed wing sections. The tubes are mon practice to power a plane with two or more motors, 
braced by z-sectioned struts and by the wing covering cach operating its own propeller, and otherwise acting as 
itself. The covering has corrugations parallel with the an individual unit. Moreover, many designers claimed 
airflow. Additional lateral strips run the 'ength of the that this practice made for greater reliability since the 
wing midway between the tubes. Parts are connected plane could maintain flight on only a single motor. Expe- 
with rivets. The system of bracing was devised by Dr. rience has proved, however, that this is true only in excep- 
Hugo Junker several years ago. tional cases ; almost invariably a plane must land when one 

Internally braced wings naturally weigh considerably motor goes dead, firstly, because half power is not suf- 
more than the old type, and must be of much deeper ficient to maintain flight if full load is being carried. 
section. The thin wing section is rapidly losing ground and, secondly, because the location of the propeller pull, 
anyway, and there is no doubt that the resulting slight at one side, usually makes it impossible to fly the plane 
increase in drift is more than ba'anced by the decrease ina straight line. The other big objection to the practice 
in resistance due to removal of external struts and wires. is that no matter how clean the nacelle installation may 
The successful design of any internally braced wing ap- be, it is simply a further parasite resistance in flight. 
parently depends upon the success with which the cover- With the advent of the thick wing. it has become pos- 
ing material is used to assist in resisting the external — sible almost entirely to enclose a motor in the wing itself, 
lift and drift forces acting on the wing. Mr. Stout’s wing and this system has been practiced by certain German 
shows that he has worked on this basis, and the Junker designers. From the purely aerodynamical standpoint. 
duralumin wing is an excellent example of construction this would be an excellent arrangement, but there are 
based on that reasoning. We may look for big improve- certain mechanical disadvantages, which will be men- 
ments on these, however, as they are on'y beginnings. tioned later. The next, and of course most desirable 
It is certain that the internally braced wing will be a location of the power plant, is in the fuselage itself. With
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more than one motor in the fuselage, we may then deliver added difficulty in airplane motor carburetion is the fact 

the power either to a single tractor propeller, or to pro- that the motor must operate at a wide range of altitudes 

pellers placed out on the wings. ‘Lhe later scheme is and air pressures. This has caused the development of 

accomplished by delivering the power by means of shaft- the supercharger, a device for supplying air to the car- 

ing, and has been attempted by at least one German buretor at increased pressures when at high ‘altitudes. 

firm. It is generally thought that the propeller is more The most successful supercharger which has been de- 

efficient if operated in comparatively free air than in veloped is the product of the General Electric Labora- 

front of the fuselage, but there is room for argument tories under Dr. Moss. Both the vaporizer and the super- 

over this, as well as over most other phases of the subject. charger have been brought out since the war—they are 

The English and Italians have succeeded in designing still in-infant stages of development. Why not !ook for 

suitable methods of delivering the power of several perfection in carburetion in the near future? 

motors to one tractor propeller, usually thorugh a cycl- Another important cause of motor failure is overheat- 

oidal gear which allows withdrawal of any motor dur- ing, due to faults in, or accidents to the cooling system. 

ing flight to facilitate repairs or adjustments. This It will be recalled that Hawker, in his attempt to fly 

installation has the advantages of being compact and so across the Atlantic, was forced down, not by carburetion 

arranged as to allow a mechanic to attend to the opera- or ignition trouble, but by a defect in the water line from 

tion, and of possessing considerable reliability where the radiator. The air-cooled motor is the solution to this 

three or more motors are used in the unit, and we shall problem; it is more simple, and is lighter in weight. 

doubtless see the practice become very popular. The With a plentiful supply of air due to the high velocity 

method of installing the motors as separate units in the of the plane, thefe is no doubt but that a satisfactory 

wing has the disadvantages of inaccess'bility to the me- air-cooled motor which will be not only light and simple, 

chanic, and of complicated apparatus for control, gas but reliable, will soon appear. This is indicated by the 

feed, etc. It lacks the general air of simplicity that is considerable use of radial motors in Europe. An air- 

so desirable in any mechanism. cooled motor enclosed in the fuselage is not at all be- 

‘ : ‘ : yond us, and we may look forward to the day when that 

Turning now to the airplane motor itself, let us note Goan will be a reality 

that from the very nature of its use it must be light, Another feature which it would be most desirable to 

efficient, reliable, and have a reasonably long life. Neces- corporate in an airplane motor is elimination or great 

sity for lightness is paramount. Where an automobile d v f vib oe If vibrati d Jj 2 d 

motor may weigh fifteen pounds per horsepower, the a mani ° a nad, wom f * malign coll BS ag) 

weight of the air motor has been reduced to two or = ae aed one'° fe ee eerie “ail 

three pounds per horsepower. Of course we might fly vo ue © ERECDGUE 18 me Ss ‘sappear. is “al 
. 5 be mentioned: later in the discussion of materials. 

a plane powered by a very heavy motor, but in this case The development of airple starscquitable tor com: 

we should have to abandon the useful load which is the 5 lopment: oF airplane: MOLOrs suitable for com 

: as . . mercial use is a task in which the aeronautical engineer 

source of profit. Efficiency is important in commercial must co-operate fu'ly with the expert motor designer 

planes not only because the economical motor requires si dhe weraal desien’ and construct! f . 3 

less fuel, but also because the decrease in the fuel carried ae’ aperaapne en! and constraetion: of engine eae * 

means an increase in the useful load. On the other hand, aisele 2 Tost distinct sphere at engineens: iW hat ws 

lightness means shorter life, and since the operating wanted is a motor practically free from vibration, light 

expense caries Savarselé a& ihe (fe of the mtotom, 3 fs enough for air use and simple and sturdy enough to give 

nite apparent that ae tame two wanesiaw facware that long Tiss The motor is the very heart of the airplane, 

must be balanced. ana mest ane it eee ; ; 

. . e may nererore, expect o reduce the expense ot 

Like war planes, war airplane motors are not adapted 4 ; a - ‘ 

to mee use. They tare surprisingly reliabte, but ee a the amour — ee . 

not sufficiently so for commercial purposes and their life as hie oe ees ee voatur defies, The 

is short, due principally to their light weight. We must Gjenn L. Martin twelve passenger carrier expetded about 

increase their reliability. but by means other than in- sixty-five horsepower per person to fly at one hundred 

creasing their weight. miles per hour. The first Lawson airliner expended 

Faulty carburetion, or ignition, is often the cause of about fifty horsepower per person to fly at seventy-five 

engine failure, and ignition trouble is usually the result miles per hour. The Lawson Airliner No. 2, shown on 

of faulty carburetion. Those interested in internal com- the cover of this magazine, is expected to better this per- 

bustion motors have wished many times for the perfect formance. Powered by three Liberty motors, it repre- 

carburetor. One device which shows possibilities is the sents a high state of development of the Pratt truss type 

Packard vaporizer, a device developed at the Packard of machine. These planes which are believed leaders in 

experimental laboratories under the direction of Mr. their class in this country, are to be as efficient as similar 

Vincent, the purpose of which is to vaporize the fuel European models. Turning to the aerodynamically more 

more thoroughly. Less carbon in the cylinder, and ac- efficient p'ane, we find the Junker monoplane, the only 

companying increased efficiency, reliability, and longer machine of the new type common in this country. 

life of the motor are the results of this invention. An expending only twenty-five horsepower per person to
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travel at one hundred miles per hour! Such perform- in design was so rapid that an airplane designed one 
ance speaks for itself. month and produced three months later would be out 

Research work on the airplane, other than aero- of date by the time it got.into the air. A new set of 
dynamical, may be fairly closely confined to the jigs and tools for a new design, more experimental 
proper use of materials. Briefly, such research is for work, and perhaps only a few planes produced! The 
the purpose of making the plane as light and as strong same conditions still apply. But if the industry re- 
as possible, and for lengthening its life. The first ceives sufficient support during the coming years to 
requires the selection of materials having the highest carry on its experimental work, we shall soon view 
ratio of strength to weight, and we must then con- an airplane which will fly cheaper, will in time be 
sider means of reducing to a minimum the effects of more or less standardized, and hence be cheaper, and 
the two principal destructive influences, namely, then, in a sort of chain, be made cheaper still by 
weather and vibration. If a material is not naturally reason of its production in some considerable quan- 
immune to weather conditions, it must be protected. tity. Such support must, for the next few years, come 
It is seldom that the vibration to which it is subject largely through the government, for the simple rea- 
may be reduced. Without going into details, the son that the airplane is still too expensive to attract 
common practice at present is to build the machine the individual “entrepreneur.” Once set firmly on its 
of wooden members supported by metal fittings, and feet—when the airplane comes to be a more practical 
cover the wings, and sometimes the fuselage, witi: commercitl asset—the industry will quite naturally sup- 
linen. Plywood and metal cowling is used quite port itself. 
commonly in fuselage construction. “Wood and metal The success of the air mail service and like ventures, 
parts are varnished, and the linen is saturated’ with generally with makeshift equipment, is encouraging 
a “dope” which shrinks it and acts as a filler, and it to those who look forward to the age of air travel. 
is then varnished. The result is a machine which with- We have every reason to believe that the air as a 
stands vibration in good shape, but which deteriorates highway, three-dimensioned, and requiring no upkeep 
rapidly under the action of the weather. Two to three expenditures, will, in time, form a means of speedy, 
hundred hours flying time is the life of such a plane. safe, and comfortable travel not equalled by any of the 
A metal ship, on the other hand, is very susceptible to present means of transportation on land or water. 
vibration, and deteriorates more from this cause than Large landing fields at every city will form the har- 
from the elements. This is particularly true of dur- bors of the air. Carefully charted air routes, which alumin, the new aluminum alloy used in the construc- we may accurately follow with the assistance of de- tion of many German planes, and probably the only _ tailed’ meteorological reports, the already successful 
metal known at present sufficiently light, tough, and directional radio, and systematic signal lights, will 
strong to be used for the entire plane. The principai make possible travel to far cities “as the crow flies.” 
disadvantage, other than deterioration from weather, in And all this, of course, only after the aeronautical the use of wood is the varying qualities of strength and engineer has made it a possibility by producing a plane . texture, and the difficulty in obtaining suitable airplane more suitable for the purpose than those we now 
wood. A happy solution would be the development of a know. 
motor free of vibration. This would allow the use of The problems in airplane development form an in- metal, with its immunity to humidity changes, and viting field for the young engineering student. They its even texture and quality. Such a motor is as yet are so varied, complex, and new, that they offer every nothing but a dream. Opportunity to the ingenuity, inventiveness, and The use of plywood in airplane construction pre- energy of any man properly prepared to solve them. sents many possibilities. Considerable investigation The field offers almost unlimited opportunity to the has been done at the Forest Products Laboratory at engineer of real constructive ability. Horace Greeley’s | Madison, under the direction of Mr. Markwardt, and “Young man, go west!” may well be paraphrased commercial companies will doubtless do their share “Young man, get into the air!” 
in this development. Plywood combines some of the 
qualities of metal and some of wood and fabric. It 
is possible that a combination of wood, plywood, and METERMEN’S COURSE A GREAT SUCCESS metal, will prove the most satisfactory construction. A short intensive course for electric metermen was 
That is simply another one of the lessons whch exper- given between semesters at the electrical laboratory by ience and investigation will teach us. the College of Engineering and the Extension Division in 

Ten years ago airplane manufacture was hardly cooperation with the Wisconsin Railroad Commission 
thought of as an industry. Then came the war. and the Wisconsin Electrical -\ssociation. The course Expensive tools and jigs necessary in the manufac- was under the direction of Professor C. M. Jansky of 
ture of metal fittings, the expense of training labor, the Extension Division and instructors at the electrical 
and the enormous overhead due to the large designing laboratory. The aim of the course, as stated in the an- 
and experimental forces so essential to rapid devel- nouncement, was to assist. the electric utilities of the 
opment, all boosted the cost of manufacture. Progress state in the training of men.
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SUBMARINE DETECTION BY MULTIPLE UNIT HYDROPHONES* 

By Max Mason 

Research Professor of Mathematical Physics 

Further experimental installation of M-V Tubes. the lower plate. The lower plate carries a block which 

The second M-V installation was made on the Narada, fits the groove, thus dividing the groove into separate 

a steel yacht some 200 feet long. The individual sound sections, while outlet tubes lead through the bottom plate, 

receivers were of the brass diaphragm type, similar to one on each side of the block. Sound entering the groove 

those used on the first M-V tube, but more sturdy in at 1 on the upper plates, thus emerges at 3 on the lower 

construction. Holes were cut through the ship’s plates. plate, and sound entering at 2 emerges at 4. In the 

the diaphragms being mounted flush with the outside. figure the paths 1—3 and 2—4 are equal. If the plate 

Two rows of fifteen receivers each were mounted sym- carrying the block is rotated clockwise, the block and - 

metrically on each side just above the keel near the bow. outlets take the position shown in Figure 5, the path 

These rows were about four feet apart, approximately 1—3 being shortened, while the path 2—4 is increased. 

parallel to the keel, and were eight feet under the water In practice the grooved plate is rotated. The multiple 

line. Tubes led from the small air chambers behind the nit compensator used on the Narada carried fourteen 

diaphragms to the compensator. such grooves; the mean radii of the grooves being deter- 

The compensator was a great advance over the trom- mined so that the proper relative amounts of path change 

bone stides of the first instrument, the adjustment of for the leads from the various receivers would be pro- 

ae __ duced by rotation of the top plate. The compensator 

UN ra —\ was practically noiseless in operation so that it was pos- 

y, sell ff ~~ sible to listen continuously while rotating the plate. This 

‘ e / (/ \ \ j continuity greatly increased the range of the instrument : 

| // \ i ff iL. and the accuracy of direction determination. A scale 

ot ] rp on the rotating plate gave the direction, since: this was 

\ \ J / determined by the amount of rotation necessary to bring 

—" (7 the sound to its maximum and to center it binaurally. 

NIUE \ Fig F The results obtained with this instrument on the 

Yu Fg4 2 Narada were more encouraging than the results of the 

first M-V tube. The range was much greater and noises 

2 2 tC ERR Ge ek originating aboard the ship were much less disturbing. 

\Y \ \Y \Y With the ship under way the water noise was negligible 

4 Pas J /, at speeds below four knots, increasing in intensity until 

« \ at about eight knots it became a roar which drowned 

% . out the noise of distant ships. 

s ie After a time spent in study of the Narada installation, 

the compensator was used for an M-V tube on the 

G Aylwin, a destroyer. In this case the sound receivers 

, ) \ Fig were rubber tips and were mounted in a water filled tank 

fi within the ship. This tank or compartment extended 

. : . across the ship from side to side. The quarter inch 

Fics. 4 ND 5, “THE Bugst Roary COMPENSATOR. Sound plates of the ship formed its side walls and offered but 
enters the instrument at 1 and 2. Compensation is accom- : . 

plished by rotating the plate, thus changing the lengths of little resistance to the passage of the sound waves when 

the paths 1—8 and 2—4. the compartment was filled with water. Comparative 

Fic. 6. PROGRESSIVE COMPENSATION. Sound from the dif- tests were carried out on the Ayzwin, which was equipped 

ferent units are first brought into phase at A, B, C, and D. for that purpose with a large number of detection de- 

Sound from these foci are then compensated further at EB vices. In most of these the use of the compensator fee 

and F, and finally at G. : . ‘ ; é . 

. . direction determination had been adopted, but for pairs 

length of sound paths being accomplished by the rota- of receivers only. Direction was thus obtained by the 

tion of one horizontal plate on another. The principle bi ties ‘al “itt the aid of tl FART 

: . : binaured effect alone without the aid of the 

at construction of this first fotary COM pensar may be effect produced by focusing a multiplicity of receivers as 

seen from Figure 4 which gives in diagrammatic form 5. ine \E-V tube. The tests showed the superiority ot 

the action of a simple compensator for two sound Te the multiple unit device. Through the partial elimination 

Celvers: he EPPS flat plate has a groove 1—2 which of disturbing noises originating within the ship the M-V 

forms a tunnel-like path for the sound, when closed by ine showed greater range. In practice chases, a sub- 

*This is the second of a series of four articles by Professor marine was detected and located with greater speed and 

Mason on the submarine detector. The first appeared in the certainty with the M-V tube than with the simple non- 

February number of the WISCONSIN ENGINEER. focusing detectors. Practice hunts under conditions
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approximating those of actual services were successfully this compensator, while the path from 2 is unchanged, 
made. 1 and 3 being adjusted to it. Thus, by proper rotation 

The next installation was made on the destroyer of the compensator plate the sounds from 1, 2, and 3 
Jouett, which had been assigned to the New London Sta- are all brought to the collection point A in phase. The 
tion for experimental use. The M-V tube was again 

subjected to comparative test with ten or more detec- Ee 
tion devices and showed marked superiority. Soon = ia 

i ee lk re ‘ afterward the M-V tube was adopted by the Navy for eee ee ‘ . * ea BS installation on destroyers. os Se ee Yd ee a : Bees ery NS om Lack of space forbids a description of the many ex- oa “Gp 
‘ : : bial ie fO N perimental forms of the elements of the instrument which 4g Be hg FV nia ee ten ha Sgt 

were made and tested before the final form was devel- ies cele oe" De Saree 
oped. Thousands of tests were made on hundreds of ee aod 
types of individual sound receivers. The spacing of Se g ee | 
receivers, their position on the ship and the method of ~—— | 

Fic. 8. First INSTALLATION OF THE PROGRESSIVE COMPEN- ' 
, ae SATOR. The seven compensators are mounted on the same 

ee ay shaft, and are rotated by means of the hand wheel. 

: eee ee other triplets are treated in the same manner and are : ¢ ee ae ee ake 2 ‘ Bios Soe thus individually compensated by the first stage of com- 
ge a te CET he et pensation. Their outputs are received at A, B, C and 

Ee ae ® & eee es LS AS ea D at different times, the difference in these times cor- ee fa a Dae ee Bae an . : * “ eo oh ae ee » ee Sg, responding to the differences in times of arrival of the ES és ee ae Ee eee . . 
\ cae is oo VC - wave in the water at the receivers 2, 5, 8, and rt. A ei sg ee Secus & i Rs —_ wn ie Se ay, a ae second stage of compensation is then introduced, through 
ie ‘ oe which A and B on the one hand, and C and D on the 

Sapa on . EERE other are brought into unison. Two compensators are 
— ; required for this stage. As it is desired that the first 

nd second stage of compensation be produced by the Fic. 7. THE RoraRy CoMPENSATOR. The use of the two and s t 8 oF com hei © 2B 3 d by grooves permits of a given compensation with half the Same angular displacements of their respective compen- 
angular rotation required by the instrument in Figure 4. sators, the second stage compensators must be larger. 

: : ‘ The ratio of the radii of the grooves of the first stage mounting, the size of conducting tubes, the shape of . earar hevecmtnge compensators to those of the second stage compensators cones and bends, methods of sound insu'ation, all re- gx8 ak a . = : : must be 2:3, since this is the ceived detailed study. Compensators of widely different a ee ae i = . , . —— ‘ ee ratio of the distances 1—3 design were tested, before a combination of acoustic ex- SS > - § 
ellence with mechanical simplicit ached CoS Sa ate Ey eet neat BS ss cellence w nechanical s icity was reached. a yd oe . t y eas Sm the ratio of the differences co: ‘ : . H Yl i ; ' ‘ Progressive compensation : final fori of the compensator. t -| in time of the responses 
The general plan of M-V tube adopted for the Jouel! £ of receivers 1 and 3 (which 

remained standard. Twelve sound receivers were used 3 are compensated at A) to 
in each of the port and starboard lines. One receiver | . the differences in time of ar- 
was mounted in each frame space of the destroyer, Their | | rival of the outputs of the : % = | . distance apart was 21 inches, so that the total length of | | two compensated triplets at 
line was about 20 feet. The lines were mounted as near > : | A and at C. (which are com- 
the keel as possible, and far forward under the bow. A | | pensated at E). The effects 
plan of compensation called progressive compensation er - of receivers 1] to 6 are thus 
was used, which is indicated in Figure 6. The black i <a e brought into phase at E. and 
dots 1, 2, ---, 12 represent the individual sound receivers. — those from receivers 7 to 12 
‘A sound wave advancing through the water ina defi Fig. 9. THE Finan Form @™¢ in phase at ae These 
nite direction is incident on the row of receivers and op Compensator. Compen- fects are finally brought affects them in turn. The time between the responses of sation of all sound re- into. phase by the last stage 
the various receivers is determined by the angle which ceived is accomplished with of compensation, indicated 
the wave front makes with the line, and is proportional #8 one i by the largest circle, and are . 2 5, ‘ : “rs pare with Figure 8. : to the distance of separation of the receivers. These 7” wer ware led separately through steth- 
sounds are to be brought into phase at the listener’s ears. oscope ear pieces L and R to the listener's ears. The 
The responses from receivers 1, 2, 3, are brought into compensation required in the last stage is double that 
phase by a compensator, indicated in the figure by a of the second. 
circle near the point A. The length of paths from 1 and In the first installation of this type seven separate 
3 to A are changed by equal and opposite amounts by compensators were used. Each of these was of the type
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shown in Figure 7, the groove being double, so that machined around the entire circumference and then 

both inlet and outlet were on the fixed plate. The seven divided into quadrants by casting of Wood’s metal. This 

compensators were mounted on a common horizontal alloy of low melting pomt was used to prevent warping 

shaft, which was turned by means of a wheel. Figure 8 the prates. The blocks of the lower pla-> were of 

shows this complicated arrangement, and may serve as \Vood s metal, cast in the grooves of the upper 4 late. 

a basis of comparison with the final form of the twelve ‘The Hat surfaces were hnally finished to Liga accuracy 

unit compensators. In the final form all seven compen- by hand scraping. ‘Ihe plaves were assembled m a dust 

sators were combined on a single pair of plates. Figure free room after cleaning and careful lubrication with 

g shows the compensator assembled, and Figure to the castor oil. The compensator operated very easily and 

top side and under side of the grooved plate, and the noiselessly, and gave a sharp focus and binaural center. 

top side of the lower plate, which carries the blocks, The short radius bends had been found by previous 

the inlets and the outlets. The seven separate compen- experimentation to cause no disturbance. Care was taken 

sators were combined in one by restricting the rotation to avoid abrupt changes in cross section in the sound 

of the plate to less than go degrees, and using ‘the four paths, as such changes reflect sound and tend to set up 

quadrants for separate groove systems. The course by resonance a standing wave system of sound within 

of the sound pulses through the compensator is shown the leads. Gradual coning was produced in the connec- 

in Figure 11, the lettering corresponding to that of tion grooves of the fixed plate as the channels, through 

Figure 6. The diagram is drawn for the compensator collection, became larger. 

in neutral position, i. e. the line of receivers would then The twelve sound tubes from each side of the ship 

be compensated for a sound wave whose direction of led to the compensator, twenty-four vertical tubes enter- 

ing a plate which lay below both plates of the compen- 

er a ia isis a me sator proper. The lower plate of the compensator proper 

4 No jje~~ | if Ze a rested on this bed plate, and remained stationary and 

a iM a Ww. [fo a A locked in position, while the upper grooved plate was 

é ws We hi LU \ = Z being adjusted, but could be shifted to two positions, so 

4 . US i See as to connect the compensator to either the port or the 

2 S 4 Dia starboard line. Even with the lines mounted as near 

e = the keel as possible, the ship acted as an efficient sound 

screen, so that sounds coming from a direction to star- 

Fic, 10, MECHANISM OF THE COMPENSATOR OF FIGURE 9. board of the listening ship could be heard but dimly, 

advance is at right angles to the line. The pulses from if at all, in the port line of receivers. 

the several receivers enter the compensator at the points H 

of corresponding number. Those from receivers 1 and M 

3 for example enter at 1 and 3 and pass through the 

groove of the top plate. They then unite and pass LO 

into the fixed plate at A where they are joined by the 8 “NY 

in'et from receiver 2. The output of each triplet passes é oy ) 

through a groove in the under side of the fixed plate. 4 \ \ 

indicated by the heavy lines from A, B, C, and D. \ 

os : i \ 
Rising through the fixed plate at the ends of a block, 

they enter the second stage compensator grooves, and E A Y f) - 

emerge at E and at I’, passing again into the lower or : / / 

fixed plate. These two outputs are then ready for the 3 wo / / 

final stage of compensation, which is double the secon ! 2 

stage in amount. This last stage is effected by passing #3 5 je 

the sound through the groove H—M and the groove w. 

KK—N in series, the connection M—K being formed as Y 

before in the fixed plate. These grooves pass through 

a cross-over block at O, so that the compensating effect Sw 

of plate rotation in K—N shall be additive to that of , 

H—M. This gives, as is required, a last stage of com- ‘AR 

pensation double that of the second stage. The proper Fic. 11, DIAGRAM SHOWING COMPENSATION IN THE INSTRU- 
: : ee MENT CF FIGURE 9. 

ratio between the first and second stages is secured by 

making the mean radii of the groove systems in that The “blister” type of M-V. 

ratio. The diameter of the plates was about 19 inches. In the final and most efficient form of the M-V tub2 

By means of this instrument twelve units of an M-V__ the receivers were attached to the outside of the ship’s 

line 20 feet long were focused or compensated by the’ skin, and then covered by a streamline shield or “blister” 

rotation of a single plate. The compensator was care- of one-eighth inch steel. The receivers, being in the 

fully machined from bronze castings, the grooves being dead water held by the blister, were very free from
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water noise caused by the motion of the ship when use for the M-V line found—that of practica’ ly instan- ! 
under way. The disturbance from this cause was not taneous depth determination from a ship under way. 
troublesome at speeds up to 15 knots. In some cases a woe : - oi i 
surface ships were heard and located from a destroyer . ite suecess of this device varied directly wa he 
making 20 knots, though the sound of a quietly moving care taken. in, its construction fk instatlaton. i a ee 
submarine would be lost long before such a speed was of tube length and nee a Ce a BOM. BBS 
reached. The deciding factor in limiting the speed of tubes ue am oF chGeS iealeee mn von te ta 
the listening ship was the echo of that ship’s own engine ““"* HECSONALY for lear cut Focusing action. t n - and propeller noise,’ reflected’ from the bottom of the first blister installations the problems of mechanice, 

sea back to the listener near the bow. The fact that the strength were very troublesame. | ol¥ ‘Was necessary 10 
noise of his own ship’s engines heard by the listener mount the blisters ear the bow fo secure best listens 
was reflected from the bottom was not recognized for mg condition’: in this pasttion they’ were subjected ro 
a long time. It was finally discovered by Dr. H. C. ternine pounding ma storm. A seaworthy deci “Has 
ane in operating an electric M-V (to be mentioned obtained aby making the blister sufficiently broad and 

later) on a trip across the Atlantic in a transport. When ha low, so that its low er edge nade at acute angle ‘ ™ 
record was kept of the angle at which the ship’s own the skin of the ship. Although installations of the: re ‘ ; : - - ceivers in water or oil tanks within the ship was feasible, 
Fie ee pore the angles ws be cexpecbs oe chee these the gain in range produced by the outward blister was 

reflected from the bottom. The instrument was at once felt to be sufficient to justify this type of installation 3 : 4 for war purposes. provided with a scale calibrated for depths, and a new 

LAUNCHING A CONCRETE SHIP 
By J. P. Scuwapa, Wisconsin c ’11 

Structural Engineer, State Department of Engineering, Wisconsin 

Probably no operation connected with the construction PS 
of a ship requires more consideration and care than tha: at <_ a Farin 
of launching. This operation is always fraught witin ag 4 E ee E | Mae anxiety because of the serious injury to the hull thai ak 2 Sa ty U yo 
may result from an unsuccessful launching. 3 a gs Es Hee 

For the launching of the concrete ships constructed by . wee) == Se ea a 
the Emergency Fleet Corporation of the United States f a @ho! ‘ AS bee pew pa & 
Shipping Board, both end and side launchings were 2 fs BA gael AG 1g sa 
used. The latter, which is the more spectacular, was pe heen - Fs . , 
used for the launching of the 7,500-ton concrete oil- Va uN? waa MP cp 
carrying ships constructed in the yards at Jacksonville, ae ze wv i ae 4 S 
Fla., Mobile, Ala. and San Diego, Cal., and is the one Oe eed ffi! oe “4 Loy 
that will be described here. 2  ege a 

The method of side launching has many advantages. fetal Gee MM 
With it, restricted or narrow waterways unsuited for : ee a Pa | | eal i” 
end launching may be used. It permits, also, the simul- ~ ae 
taneous use of several building berths on either side of 1 | ¥ ate - 7 A 
narrow waterways, where in the case of end launching PACKING Le | weroed ye wv 
the upper end only could be used. The reason for Wes = | k 
this is the short distance travelled by a ship launched we ee 56g -. 38 E 
sideways as compared to that for a ship launched end- 2. et, wR 
ways. 

An important advantage is obtained also, from the Fic. 1. GROUNDING any TEMPORARY SHORING. The ground = : : . are a . ways are two 14 inch by 16 inch timbers bolted together and tact that with side launching the ship is on an even keel spliced with wooden fish plates. The portion of upper sur- 
when building. Everything is plumb from the keel and face marked “greased” is ready to receive the packing. The 
no “rake” has to be considered. This facilitates the wooden strips hold the packing free jrom the ways until erection of the staging, the forms, and the placing of the pe The 12 inch square timbers are the longitudinal 
reinforcing steel. pure (ane: . . . . . 

Again, it is easier to secure sufficient clearance under wane am "Sh Wisin Dae aa the ship to permit changes to made in the blocking, the The 6 inch by 10 inch ties in contact with the growndways 
forms to be removed, and the outside surface of the hull project beyond the edge of the ways to allow for any turning _ of the packing if the ship moves faster at one end. The *This is the fourth of a series of articles on the concrete wedges enable the load to be transferred from the shores to ship. The first article appeared in the December number. the packing on the ways when the ship is launched.
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to be painted. This clearance is, also, uniform over the of the work at any time to those engaged in it. This 

full length of the ship. signal device is used, also, to signal the men who cut 

In the matter of stresses in the ways and the shiv the ropes. 

incident to launching, the extensive calculations involved A few weeks before launching, and after the hull is 

in end launching are not necessary with side launching. painted, the groundways and packing are p'aced. Those 

It is necessary, however, to see that the groundways portions of the upper surface of the ways directly under 

with their supports are securely tied together and that the packifig are, greased with linseed oil and launching 

the ship is uniformly supported over its full length. The grease. In ordér that the effectiveness of the grease may 

working stresses in the ship and the ways must not be not be reduced; the packing is held clear from the ways 

exceeded. until just before Jaunching, by means of wooden strips 

The building berths in the concrete ship yard at Jack- nailed on top of and on the side of the gréundways. 

sonville, Fla., are located in what formerly was a shal- The remaining surface of the ways is similarly greased 

low bay of St. Johns River. In the main, the berths the day of the launching. 

consist of wooden piling driven below the river bottom A few days before the launching the triggers and dag- 

to solid rock. The piles are tied together transversely gers, and the patent key-blocks are put in position. There 

and longitudinally by two wooden sills 12 inches by 4 are five sets at each end of the ship. The triggers and 

inches, one on either side of and bolted to the piles. daggers ho'd the ship on the ways after the load has 

Sand was pumped in around the piles and sheet piling been transferred to the packing. The patent key-blocks 

used along the outside row of piles to hold the sand in _ relieve the stress on the triggers until the last moment. 

place. The channel around the building berth was then These triggers are levers pivoted against chocks secured 

deepened by dredging. to the groundways. Daggers or shores extend from a 

Each longitudinal row of piles is capped with a 12- point on the triggers just clear of the chocks to the ship. 

inch square timber, the ful! length of the berth, These To the other end of the triggers, cables are attached. 

timbers carry the wooden bents and staging during the These cables extend back and are secured to piles or” 

construction of the ship, and. also support the ground- dead men. Short manila loops are inserted in the cable 

ways for launching. and rest on chopping blocks. These loops are cut with 

The operation of launching properly may be divided axes by men at the proper time and triggers and daggers 

into the following steps: then drop down on the wooden platfrom. 

° | c= ws Tie Members ne “| r lar on Tie mentoane Pwespua - — Butter Boards 

SR 2 Oats) (EEE 1s a 7 eS nie 

Ryo Sach ard fein’) ESE edocs ofall ERI a Spatial 
Lato" _ ee FATES ote beards, FE Ke Ne 

oecTion “A-A a ee ae NI 

gniungries toes _ SPREE [ psa “| i | 

TAs ra | merteg Mee ireed st cade ay 

ab bb HO ~ Fig.5. TYPICAL PAGKING MIpSHiP 
Frames Ne 2 te Ne ro inclusive 

“stay caieeear 21GB EO arin hen 
won ark Oe @ ae hine cto ton F afte throogh triple block 

te elgg a Boo i rs 
ee !CU MW DR RP aa oper Ulm gees A 

eee CR jolene EE oad tars woe HON 
lal fF qe L PL ase saet ch Weed ny 
Leg Ft et po RET 
PES [ese U —— Re 

ako aie Fig@4. TyricaL 9 | mee Note This construction 1s typical : L SECTION AT TRIGGER WAYS 
through full length of ways 

i. Placing the groundways and packing, triggers and A jack-shore is set agaist the ship at each end on the 

daggers, keel and patent key-blocks. land side. These shores are used to start the ship and 

2. Transferring the load of the ship from the shores overcome the initial resistance before the ropes are cut. 

and blocks to the packing on the ways and removing the If one end of the ship starts down the ways ahead of 

shores and blocks. the other, with a tendency to move the other end up the 

3. Releasing the ship by cutting the cables ways, the jack-shore at this end re-acts against the ship. 

The entire operation is carried out systematically and prevents it from doing so, and in this way assists ‘u 

in stages, particularly that part included in the last two overcoming the resistance at midship. 

steps, and a signal device is used to indicate the status The signal device generally used consists of three
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vertical semaphores, pivoted to a platfrom located at each kins in Marine Engineering, December 1918. To it he | 
end of the ship, and on the lower or water side of the is indebted for some of the information used here, 
building berth and clear of the ship way. They are in particularly the description of the daggers and sema- 
sight of each other and also in sight of the men who phore. Side-launching is used extensively on the Great 
cut the ropes holding the triggers. Lakes, and the launching at Jacksonville, Fla., followed 

| in detail the method used there. 

He os eee > ST. PATRICK, ENGINEER 
epee Str Winch Qa) Eee By Kenner L. Scorr 

er SL aladide Ce, SG Senior Electrical 

a a % Pa fo That St. Patrick was an engineer cannot be doubted. 
el 5 ee : NN ' i a His feat of driving the snakes out of Ireland still stands 
a Lt y rune. | sg as the greatest triumph of sanitary engineering in any 

Ps eS oe RS land. His rapid transit work on the road to Hell, and 
d a Be SEN. Be his discovery of the Pearly Gates while sighting through 

a Dumpy level make him the peer of any instrument man 
: ar — in the government. service. And, if more proof is 

ue a ia Py p « a 7 needed, his invention of the monkey wrench is recog- 
A & A cot es same, nized by all but lawyers as sufficient evidence to convict 
ed =. | ae ; him of his calling. But it was none of these things 

Se ee % eae which won him his high place in the hearts of all eng- 
2 ae oe a ineers. It was his diabolical ingenuity in inventing the 

“os rr on Sess | S67 calculus which caused all engineers to rise as one man 
Phe a e and acknowledge him their patron Saint and master. 
Brvcs atin a be Cy Of the actual life of St. Patrick little authentic infor- 

= en mation is to be had. But his great exploits in the field 
Fig. 5. TRiGsERs AND Daccers. The trigger is pivoted of engineering have been handed down to us in the forms 

against the chock on way at one end, and is held in place by of songs and ballads like the sagas of the Norsemen, and 
in ch wae oer Menem arma 0 a saeface the singing of these ballads has, in late years, come to 
forthe triggerand dagger to alide on'when the tabla is Git form a part of annual celebrations held at various Eng- 
and the ship moves down the ways. ineering schools in the country in honor of the founder 

Fic, 6. AWAITING SIGNAL TO CuT THE Caples. When the of the profession. Not all engineering schools do pay 
load has been transferred from the shores to the packing homage to St. Pat as we do here, there being probably 
on the ways, the key blocks removed and the ship is tugging quite a few places where missionary work is needed on the cables, the signal to cut loose is given. The cabies . en - 5 
are cut simultaneously at both ends of the ship and the ship to secure for him his ful meed of respect and altenhon, is free to move. but, largely through the efforts of the “Guard of St. 

About a half hour before launching, the load of the Patrick” which was founded at the University of Mis- 
ship is transferred from the shores to the packing on SOUT! IN 1903, the number ot schools which recognize his 
the ways by tightening the wedges in the packing. This professional leadership is being materially increased each 

wedging up is first done on the upper or land side until YC@T . . 
the shores drop out, then on the lower or water side It is not known to the writer whether there were St. 
until the shores on that side drop out. Once more the Patrick’s Day celebrations in engineering colleges before 

wedges on the lower side are tightened until the ship is 1903 of not. -\ccording to the University of Missouri. 
rolled back and the keel blocks can be removed. The the idea originated there and spread to other schools as 
patent key-blocks are removed 'ast. additional chapters of the “Guards of St. Patrick” were 

The first:of the semaphore signals is dropped when all established. But these chapters are mainly to be found 
of the shores and keel blocks are out and the second i the schools of the middle west, an it is known that St. 

when the patent key-blocks are removed. At this period Patrick’s Day was celebrated at Boston Tech as early 
of the operation the ship has moved a little and is fol- @8 1910, although the intense rivalry between colleges 
lowed up by the jack-shores fitted at each end of the there led to the subsequent abolition of the custom. 
ship. If necessary, to assist in the moving, these jacks -\!80, in April, 1918, the Engineers at Washington Uni- 

are worked at each end. The ship is now ready to let Yersity, to quote the Washington University Yearbook. 
go and the last signal is dropped. When this is don: “introduced to the University their newly acquired 
the men cut the ropes simultaneously at both ends, the patron saint, the Beaver, giving in his honor the most 
daggers and triggers drop down, and the ship with the stupendous pageant ever staged about the University.” 
packing moves down the ways. Thus it seems that, while Missouri deserves credit for 

The writer wishes to call attention to an article “Side- the largest amunt of active work in behalf of St. Patrick’s 
Launching of Ships on the Great Lakes,” by FE. Hop- Day celebrations, the idea is probably more or less a spon-
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for the rapid spread of the organization and the customs, and six seniors as pall-bearers followed.” One prrticu- 
once they were started. Wisconsin has supported the larly good float of the Ames Engineers was a man sized 
custom for a number of years, although there has never monkey wrench, calculated to strike terror in the heart 
been any official organization here. of the most intrepid lawyer. Grotesque rabbits and 

The form of the celebrations has varied somewhat at frogs, and double jointed elephants and mules have also 
the different schools, but, in general, they have been featured the parades at Ames. An account of another of 
either in the nature of a pageant or an exposition or a_ their celebrations says, “In 1916 the faculty did not 
combination of the two. The pageant type has prevailed authorize leaving off any of the classes to enable the 
at Wisconsin, consisting mainly of a parade of appropri- Engineers to celebrate St. Patrick, so the students took 
ate floats and a band, together with some small attendant it upon themselves to fail to report to any classes that 
ceremonies. A great deal of ingenuity has been dis- day. After the salute from the cannon the parade 
played at different schools in devising striking and origi- started, to which was added everything movable in sight. 
nal floats for the parade. For instance, at the Univer- Instead of starting straight for town as in other years, 
sity of Washington in 1918 there was among other floats it first went though all of the buildings with a general 
“a ship which was propelled by a bellows in the hands invitation to all to stop work, which everybody did. It 

was found that it required considerable. engineering 

ability to persuade a Cow which had been discovered 

nearby, to manipulate the stairways in Central Building.” 
ra A Eg aA Concerning their celebration in 1915 they say, “At day 
es » ae a 4 break on the morining of the celebration a small black 

i a ; f ae) house was discovered on the central part of the campus, 
gee, : : en guarded by four freshmen with rifles. At nine o'clock, 

Se ae nen i after the cannon had been fired, several engineers en- 
4 aS ; ; a tered the building and came out carrying a coffin. This 

~ as eee . was opened and St. Patrick was discovered. He took 
homom: e F ) 2 charge of the parade which marched to town. All of 

/ fy 1 + the picture shows in town were rushed later in the same 
| i VW day.” 

adh VY = ji) i Vif At Nebraska, and Missouri, and Iowa, they have an 
Ud La eh f° Ly del 4 i: engineering exposition the week of their St. Patrick’s 
ey.) es Oe ee rains Be celebrations, at which they stage all of the spectacular 
ke it ere er poe Bo) ay and interesting stunts they can manage in the different — (YEN Uy eBfnnig San engineering laboratories. On this occasion they hold 

fy ey 3 ae | ae open house at the laboratories so the general public may 
vi mae Nad ie me : see the work they are doing. Field meets, ball games, 

Paes : Pca speeches, smokers, and dances make up the deek’s activi- 
—_— z mes ties, of which the St. Pat celebration is only.a part. 

Pe ya ae ry The organization known as the “Guards of St. Pat- 
cE : Ae ; . ee | = rick,” which has been mentioned before in connection 

. : ea | ee a) qT with its activity in behalf of St. Patrick’s Day celebra- 
Saas di : : = U tions, was founded at the University of Missouri in 1903. 

I p ey i x %, He “ | f | Branch chapters were established in the Rolla School of 
ph = SSS Set Zz Mi Mines in 1907, at Ames in 1gI0, towa State ieee 
ee ee ee in 1910, at Arkansas in 1913, at Oklahoma in rots, and 
fos] .. S= wae ye et at Tennessee in t919. Additional chapters may possibly Lo CS eS : "RR ae oe - a emi an ae - ue 3 

ae =e : Ss have been established since then. The membership em- 

1 vi i aol NSS —- braces all o fthe engineering students, who are placed in 
Je 5 < eS two classes, Knights of St. Patrick, and St. Patrick’s 
Wa Me 84... RSS Guards. Any senior who has taken part in all St. Pat- 

: rick’s Day celebrations while in school and who has paid 
_THE ENGINEER AND St. PATRICK. 1. St. Patric’, Univer- his dues is eligible to be knighted. Any member who 

sity of Missouri. 2. Seal, Guard of St. Patrick. 7 Univer has not been knighted is a Guard. To all duly elected 
sity of Missouri, St. Pat’s parade. 4. St. Pat’s parade, Uni- os = oe . an - 
versity of Wisconsin. Knights of St. Patrick is given a certificate. 

of two hobos, and which sailed along a brick walk over ————- 
water laid from sprinkling cans in the hands of two other . _. _ . . . 
bums.” In this same parade there was also “a locomotive” Dr. David White, chief geologist of the U. S. Geo- 
bearing the mortal remains of Casey Jones, the demi-god logical Survey, spoke to the engineering students, March 
whom all Engineers worship. Casey’s weeping family 11, on the subject of “Fuel Reserves.”
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FUN some three hundred graduates of Lilino's from the classes 

The annual St. Patrick’s parade, which is schedu'ed of 1886—1897. The grades of the graduates were taken 

for Saturday, March rg, offers every engineering student from the School records, and an estimate was made of 

an opportunity to disclose his ingenuity, to show his pep the success which each graduate had made since leaving 

for the school, and—here’s the best part—to have un- school. This estimate was not based simp!y on his finan- 
limited amounts of fun. From making the wrench “that cial success, but also on the esteem in which a man is 

screwed the Law Shop ‘nut’ off the bench” to storing held in the community ‘n which he lived, and his standing 

away the famous Blarney stone after the ceremonies, in his profession. The results of the investigation are 

the parade of last year was one of utmost fun to all given in a table, which is here reprinted. In order that 

participants. It is an activity which no Engineer will the table maye be clearly understood, a word of explana- 

want to miss.—M. K. D. tion is given. Consider the man who had an average of 

SSS B in college, but who made a-great success after gradu- 

THE SOPHOMORE HONOR ROLL ation. He would be listed in the horizontal row of 

In the rotunda of Bascom Hall, in full view of all pass- figures opposite A and in the vertical column under B. 

ersby, there is a plate with the title Sophomore Honor Others are listed in a similar manner depending upon 

Roll. Upon this plate are displayed the names of the stu- their scholarship and success. It seems unnecessary to 

dents who during the first two years of their Letters and comment further upon these figures, except to say that 

Science course proved themselves leaders in scholastic they do not confirm the idea that the scholastic scamp is 

endeavor. the coming Edison. 

, The Sophomore Honor Roll not only serves as a 

source of interest and admiration to the thousands who SUCCESS GRADES 

observed it during the year, but also as a stimulus to A B Cc D EF 

increased scholastic effort. For, above all, students ap- A _________.______---- 29 13 6 4 5 

preciate recognition of their ability and effort, and will B ________--__--_----- 10 19 9 II 10 

work harder when they know their endeavor is to be (C ______i_e ee 7 14 14 5 3 

rewarded. D __------------------ 6 tT 16 17 20 

In the Engineering College there is need for such an — et 4 I 5 rt 

honor roll. Just like the L. & S. student, the Engineer | 

appreciates the acknowledgment of long hours of hard TT ! 
: Salt a | 

study. True, the seniors and juniors have their Tau A PILGRIMAGE TO PRAIRIE DU SA | 

Beta Pi, and other honorary societies, but the road to any ‘ C 

of these is a long one, unmarked by any encouragement By R. B. BoHMAN 

other than the mere sight of grades on an advisor’s Sophomore Electrical 

ranscript. T ften, also, men who acquit themselves i 5 Beal fen Si 
HraNseriph. 00 0 Hem 82803 2 10 acquit the . Tuesday, February 22, furnished an opportunity for a 
creditably in the first two years lose interest in scholastic . : rn “ Wichita: F 

ee - : “ party of our illustrious “plumbers,” thirty-one in number, - 
superiority in the latter part of their course and fall to . Par woe toe 

%, an > to explore the mysteries and intricacies of hydro-electric 
the rear with a cry of ‘What’s the use? anti . _ ; A 

5 - Sse . . power generation at the plant of the Wisconsin Rive: 
In years past several different Engineering honor rolls 7, : Satie! ' ; - z 

7 : 4 . Power Co., at Prairie du Sae,—the largest of its kind 
have been published, but there has been no regularity in Wisconsin 

oi 3 : sconsin. 
attached to their issuance nor any particular method used s . 7 ; 
3 : : coeds - : ; Under the leadership of Henry Ford, ¢ ’21, our pariy 
in the selection of the individuals. Why not establish an rr epee . i 

— . : e wea boarded the Prairie du Sac “Limited,” and after a more 
Engineering Sophomore Honor Roll as a college institu- %. 43 ‘ oie : 
a's BAe . mae: or less uncertain journey, arrived at Prairie du Sac 

tion? Select those men who during the first two yeais Aheut ROO . 
a : - apou oon, 

have made the highest weighted averages and disp’ay . : 
. . 5 “s Here we were introduced to real class by dining at 

their names where even the most casual passers-by will , . . . 7 
- . . the rnost prominent hotel in town. No expense was 

observe them.—W. D. T. ee : 1 . 
spared by its management to insure our complete and 
entire comfort, as the four lights in the dining room 

COLLEGE VS. BUSINESS were switched on almost immediately upon our entrance. 

Whether or not you believe that high grades are fore- A light rain greeted us upon our mile and a half hike 

runners of success after co'lege, you will be interested to the plant, and managed to stay with us for the re- 

in the statistics on this point that are contained in the mainder of the day. 

January issue of the Technograph, which is published The plant itself is located at a broad expanse of the 

by the engineering students of Illinois. Three members Wisconsin River ,and operates under a normal head of 

of the faculty of Illinois University compiled a list of 30 feet.
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The bi ittle | e big or li | 
e 

company—which?P | ‘ | 
We the talk turns to where should a : 

fellow start work, a question ariscs on 
which college men naturally take sides. ! 

“*You’ll be buried in the big company,”’ say 
some. ‘‘Everything is red tape and depart- | : 
ments working against each other.” 

“Your little company never gets you any- 
. where,’’ others assert. ‘‘The bigger the 

company the bigger your opportunity. ”’ i| 
And that seems true—but in a different ' 

sense. Not physical size but bigness of purpose 
should be our standard for judging an indus- 
trial organization just as it is for Judging a man. 

Where will you find this company with 
a vision? 

Whether its plant covers a hundred acres 
or is only a dingy shop up three flights is on t 
the face of it no indication of what you want i | 
to know—is such and such a company more | 
concerned with developing men and ideas than | 
boosting profits at the expense of service? ' 

You must look deeper. What is the or- | 
ganization’s standing in the industry? What do | 
its customers say? What doits competitors say ? - 

‘There are industries and there are companies | 
which offer you every opportunity to grow. i 
Spiritually they are as big and broad as the ; 
earnest man hopes te build himself. If you 
are that kind of man you will be satisfied with i 
a company of no lower standards. | 

Conversely, if you are working for such a 
big-souled company, the very fact will argue 

Published in that you yourself are a man worth while. For 
the interest of Elec- in business as in social life a man is known by 

trical Development by the company he picks. 
an Institution that will * * * 

be helped by what- 

ever helps the - The electrical industry needs men who can 
Industry. see far and think straight. | 

p> 3 qf oq) ! Western Eleciric Company | 
' 

An organization which holds for its 
: ideal the hope that it may measure up \ 5 

to the aspirations of those who work | i 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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By Davin W. McLeNneGAN 

Tue RoAp ScHoor drew many Wisconsin engineers back to He has just been recommended by the chief engineer of the 

Madison and gave them the opportunity of renewing acquaint- Standard Oil Co. of El Segundo, Cal., for transfer to the | 

anceships on the campus. NIcK ISABELLA, ¢ 714, Louie home office and refinery at Richmond, Cal. Although ap- 

RocKeTT, ¢ 715, Brn. DRaTH, ex-c 15, GEORGE ELDRED, c "16, parently he is enjoying life out west, one can read between the 

and CHARLIE HOLMES, c ’17, were among the visitors. lines that Wisconsin would look good to him again. 

Water LELAND ALBERS has graduated from the mining W. F. GETTLEMANN, c 14, is assistant city engineer at 

engineering course and is residing at his home in Hale Minot, N. D. He is at present in charge of the construction 

Center, Texas. of a $300,000 sewage disposal plant at Minot. 

GEORGE W. AXELBERG, ex-c ’22, has returned to the Uni- W. G. HANson, m ’20, was around the campus not long 

: versity after an absence of a year. ago. He is a testing engineer for the Fairbanks-Morse Co., 

Rosert W. BAILEY, m’07, M. E. 10, a mechanical engineer of Beloit, Wis. 

and steel broker, may be addressed at Apartado 44, Tam- W. Dow Harvey, m ’16, formerly located in New York 

pico, Mexico. City, is with Montgomery, Ward & Co., as manager of the 

R. E. BEHRENS, ¢ 719, who has been with the Aluminum gas engine factory. He resides at 13840 Dearborn Ave., 

Company of America laying out a mining town near George- Chicago, Ill. 

town, British Guiana, has returned to his home in Mil- L. F. Harz, ¢ 06, is now a Consulting Engineer in Chi- 

waukee, as the business depression necessitated stopping cago along hydraulic lines. Previously he had been an in- 

work. structor in Civil Engineering at Wisconsin, an engineer with 

J. P. Benpt, c 712, is with the Semet Solway Co. at the D. W. Mead, a consulting engineer in Portland, Ore., chief 

Franklin plant of the Cambria Steel Co., Johnstown Penn. engineer of the new hydro-electric development of the Great 

P. A. BERTRAND, e ’96, is General Manager of the Grays Lakes Power Co., Ltd., Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., and an 

Harbor Railway & Light Co., which has charge of the street engineer in charge of the Jacksonville Concrete Shipyard. 

railway, electric light, and power utilities in Aberdeen, BuRNIE O, HENDERSON, ¢ ’17, is with A. Larson & Co., con- 

Hoquium, and Cosmopolis, Wash. tractors at Eau Claire, Wis. 

Cc. A. Berrs, C. E. 714, is a civil and hydraulic engineer, Cc. A. W. HENKEL, ¢ ’16, is in the contracting business at 

residing at 2335 Hudson, Denver, Colo. Mason City, Iowa. He was at the University not long ago 

Masor J. F. CAse, ¢ ’90, recently added $500 to the loan to receive his degree, after completing his course by corres- 

fund which he established several years ago as a memorial pondence. 

to his son, Archibald W. Case, ¢ 715. WILLIAM J. Huser, c ’20, may be addressed in care of the 

FRED CHAMBERLAIN, e ’03, is manager in charge of the Dravo Contracting Co., Vanceburg, Ky. 

Doherty properties at Mansfield, Ohio. ROLAND JENS, m ’16, is a tool designer with the North East 

Mervin R. CHARLSON, ¢ ’20, is employed in the engineering Auto Gear Shift Co., of Eau Claire, Wis. 

department of the Wisconsin State Highway Commission. F. M. JoHNSON, ¢ ’06, is a senior highway engineer in the 

F. B. CRONK, c ’05, M. E. 714, is a mining engineer for the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads. His address is: Care of State 

Gliver Mining Co., with offices in the Wolvin Bldg., Duluth, Highway Dept., Austin, Tex. 

Minn. RosBert C. JOHNSON, ¢ ’i7, visited Madison on January 31 

The engagement of RoserT C. (BoB) DisQuE, who is at to attend the Road School. He has recently removed from 

present connected with Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, has Chicago to Milwaukee. He is still with the Corrugated Bar 

been announced. Co., as a Sales Engineer. Address, 820 Wells Building. 

JerRY DONOHUE, ¢ ’07, was elected vice president of the W. F. LApwic, ¢ ’20, employed by the Wisconsin Telephone 

Engineering Society of Wisconsin at its recent annual meet- Company’s Milwaukee cffice, is in Madison installing cable. 

ing held at the college February 21-23. HERMAN LARSON, c °13, 3038 New Jersey St., Indianapolis, 

Jor DRESEN, m ’20, who is at present with the Fairbanks- Ind., is a partner in the firm of Slattery & Larson, Civil 

Morse Co., of Beloit. Wis., was a visitor on the campus Engineers and Builders. 

February 23. E. J. McEAcHron, m ’04, chief engineer of the French 

Ropert E. EGeLucrr, m ’07, is District Manager of the Battery and Carbon Co., spoke recently at the fireside 

Turner Construction Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Egelhoff, who was assembly of the City Y. M. C. A. on the subject of “Handling 

formerly instructor in Drawing and Descriptive Geometry Men.” 

here, visited old friends here last month and informed us H. F. MigeLenz, c ’17, was in Madison during the ses- 

that he is married and has two boys, three and five years sion of the Engineering Society. “Mike” is still with the 

old. Some boys! city engineer at Beloit. 

Witrrep Evans, ¢ 17, is living at the Y. M. C. A. in J. W. MitispauGH, e 714, is assistant to works manager 

Kansas City. ef the Chain Belt Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Tom FiewrceER, ¢ °15, is with the Central Engineering Co. CHARLES J. Moritz, ¢ ’11, lives at Effingham, IIl., where 

of Davenport, Iowa. He is engaged in paving work and he is completing a contract for paving thirteen miles of road, 

highway construction. and for the building of several bridges. 

R. H. Forp, e ’09, is an electrical engineer in Central Her- “Ernie Moritz, ¢ ’04, project engineer on the Flathead 

shey, Province of Habana, Cuba. Project of the Reclamation Service, visited old friends and 

E. A. GALLUN, ex-m ’19, who has been in the manufacturing classmates at the college on February 10. 

business with his father in Milwaukee, is at present on sick Emmott J. MUELLER, m ’19, is a sales engineer for the Vilter 

leave at Ojai, Cal. His home address is 620 Newberry Blvd., Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. His address is 627 Frederick Ave. 

Milwaukee, Wis. . F. G. MUELLER, e 716, resides at Room 402, Y. M. C. A,, 

CLARENCE HANSON, m ’20, writes that he saw the Ohio Milwaukee, Wis. 

State-California game, and that he “lost plenty on it.” (Continued on page 110.)
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REGULAR DINNER 35 CENTS—including Meat, Potatoes, Vegetable, and Pudding, 
i Bread and Butter, and Coffee, Milk or Tea. : i 
i One Trial will make you a permanent customer. i 
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| | 
| | | ! ; Sumner & Cramton | | HOW FAR 

HUYLER’S CANDIES 4 | do you go for your drawing material? 

i — fj i IF YOU LIVE I 
| Roll Films purchased of us developed FREE! | | west of Park Street | : 7 | . a, i | WHY NOT 
; DRUGS, STATIONERY, poe : : i | ol - save time—buy it at ! 
| TOILET SUPPLIES, ETC. | | ! 670 STATE STREET i THE BADGER PHARMACY | | 

scene fee een 
CS ee ee ee es 

| Capital Candi i | f _ o les i | .The Dalco Cab & Transfer Co. : é Il. 
Capitol City When in need of a real cab i 

i j | and want SERVICE call i 
i That’s the Slogan of i | Bs2646; F095 

THE CANDY SHOP NIGHT and DAY SERVICE i 
z 2 2 é i 

! The Students’ headquarters for Sherries, Baggage . i 
“Maillards,” “Appollos,” “Morses,” and tf Office 148 S. Blair St. i 
ae s”’. Makers of the famous Tillema’s i i Opposite C. & N. W. Depot. 

dh 

Samson Spot Sash Cord 

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

The colorsa spots are oue Hone any, Aretully inspected and guaranteed free from all imperfections of braid or finish. \ 

We make braided cord of all sizes, kinds and colors, for all purposes, including sash cord, clothes lines, trolley cord. signal cord, are lamp cord, and many special cords for special purposes. 

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES GLADLY SENT ON REQUEST 
SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS 88 Broad Street, Boston 9, Mass. 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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DAYLIGHT ILLUMINATION. Alundum Wheels Crystolon Wheels 

— i The Norton Company Engineers i 
‘ a and Demonstrators come in contact = 

. . . | ae ES. daily with different grinding opera- | 
The angle of refraction being equal to the angle i a] Se tions and learn the successes and fail- | 
—_— o. s : . : eee ures of wheels of certain grains and = 

of incident, it is a simple matter to determine the | Le grades. Such experience is always | 

correct angles to use in manufacturing glass which | | oe benchcial 0 the mayer. and the benefit | 

will give good illumination. But for proper in- We NORTON COMPANY 

dustrial plant illumination, there is more to be i Loe Worcester, Mass. i 

considered than mere deflection of light. The j eo ELECTRIC FURNACE PLANTS | 

direct beam of light must be eliminated in order | we Niagara Falls, N. Y. i 
: é 3 Z x 5 — Chippawa, Ontario, Canada ; 

to prevent sun glare, which is objectionable on ac- t eee th tte et t 

count of its causing heavy shadows and strong 

contrasts which decrease the efficiency Of CM- gic ne nti 

ployees and necessitate the use of shades which | a = ! 

in turn reduce the light to such an extent that | BSS. 0 pee | 

daylight illumination any distance from the light I CS EY =) i 
| eK Sa 

source is not sufficient. Therefore, in order to i F i 

produce a glass which when used in the windows i CHICAGO STEEL TAPE CoO. i 

of industrial plants will produce as near to ideal | 6231 Cottage Grove Avenue | 

illumination as possible, we must first eliminate ! CHICAGO, ILL. | 

the cnet ia ef ie gun iy detecting bos higat Surveying ween Boson Loraine Rods, Self- 
to the ceiling and side walls which re-deflect it {| Computing Rods, Stadia Rods, Rod Ribbons, i 

back to a distance 25 to 50 feet from the window | Targets, Marking Pins, Lining Poles, | 

throughout the entire working area. To accom- i Eureka; Tape Repairers, ite: i 

plish this we have scientifically designed a type et tt 

of glass which is named “Factrolite.” rr | 

Factrolite consists of 30 ribs to the inch, run-. | \ 

nine at rignt angles, forming 900 pyramidical | \ 

prisms or 3,600 light deflecting surfaces which 9 

compietely disintegrate the direct beam of light i lo r g a n S i 

from the sun. Furthermore, the depressions in i I 

the surface of Factrolite are so slight that the i | 

accumulation of dirt and dust is minimized and | 532-534 State Street | 
can be perfectly cleaned with an ordinary dry | 

scrubbing brush. Incidentally, the cleaning of i 

windows is most important for keeping up pro- j i 

duction and increasing the efficiency of amy in- ‘Beet tt 

dustrial plant and should be given more considera- pctv tnt a i 

tion in plant management. | Established 1854 

If you are interested in the distribution of light ° | 

through Factrolite, we will send you a copy cf i Conklin &. Sons Co. i 

Laboratory Report—‘Factrolited.” | | 

| COAL, WOOD | 
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, and MENDOTA LAKE ICE 

220 Fifth Avenue, i | i 

. 1 CEMENT, STUCCO, WHITE LIME, HAIR & 7 
St. Louis. New York. Chicago. SEWER PIPE 

| Main Office: 24 S. Mifflin St. ! 
No. 1. | z 

Kindly mention The Vtnin aay. ~~ CCC *
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| ENGINEERING REVIEW | a el 
By M. A. Hirsupere 

Turbine Driven Locomotive Electric Power from the Air 
The Swiss Federal Railways are making exhaustive An amazing discovery that static electricity of the 

trials of a locomotive equipped with a turbine. One of atmosphere can be transformed into regular dynamic 
their standard type 4-6-0 locomotives has been converted current has been made by Gustave Sentner, an Italian 
for making the experiments. inventor, according to Universal Service. 

The turbine, which is of reversible pattern, is placed By this process electricity is drawn out of the atmos- 
in front of the smokebox. Power is transmitted by 30. phere by a very simple apparatus. It consists of a pole 
to I gearing to a blind axle placed above the pilot truck 36 feet high upon which a collector of aluminum com- 
and the rods of the six coupled drivers are extended bined with radio-active substance is mounted. The col- 
forward, connecting with the crankpin on a disc at iector is connected to a transformer by means of a special 
each end of the blind axle. The engine is designed for wire. The electricity of the air and that of the atmo- a turbine speed of 8,000 r. p. m. and a tractive speed of sphere are attracted by induction, while the radio-active 
78 km. per hour. Draft for the fire is maintained by a substances cause a reaction which changes the nature of 
blower. A superheating and condensing apparatus are the current. The Italian government has requested the 
also included in the equipment. inventor to continue his researches. , 

The tests have shown a fuel saving of 25 per cent over ane 
the compound locomotives in service, and there is a Earth Masonry for Building Construction 
marked absence of the vibration of the reciprocating Experiments made by Mr. T. C. Young, a St. Louis 
engine. architect, have convinced him that earth may be used 

Progress a the Foundry successfully for the walls of small dwellings, farm build- 

There has been a great advance toward efficiency and md sees a and Similar A edbes In at 
economy in the foundry within the last few years. ve ann Aiesibos tie comntencon an fl ere 
Probably the automobile industry, more than any other House ae feet in:plan, which wag built of a mixture . 
single factor, has been responsible for this change be- moist clay “and loam fe ped into forms made as for cause the automobile manufacturers recognized the value concrete. . Various te of waterproofing such as of high grade castings. Whereas the foundryman used laster, coal tar products, and paint, have bee w applied 
to follow rule of thumb methods in mixing his iron, ee Piet Han Povity Dave! Dect BPDH a . . ae Z . experimentally to this building, and time will determine 
such as determining the composition of the mux from :a the necessity and relative usefulness of these coverings. 
is of dee ik wb ah on Chemical analy- It is too early to make estimates of the cost of this kind 

exact proportions necessary. He knows the composi- " Steed cant pa — Probable that earth eS 
tion of his casting because he knows what he puts into ee ers atte 35 fo So:PEr Eent GE ths it, and, furthermore, does not have to scrap material “”* somm ~~ | 
because of inaccurate mixing methods. Thus the Measurement of Blast Furnace Gas ‘ ope a Hie 
ston tate Bichen a eae tone a on article in Mining and Metallurgy gives an see 

ae . . esting account of the use of a Venturi tube for the meas- 
come to operate One: stent and economic basis. urement of blast furnace gas. The experiment was per- 

New Methods in the Machine-Shop formed at the Federal Furnace Plant, South Chicago, 
Ellsworth Sheldon, associate editor of the American ll. The Pitot tube could not be used on acocunt of the 

Machinist, in the February issue gives a bit of interest- sludge in the gas which quickly plugged the dynamic 
ing material on the adaptability of special fixtures to and static holes, and spoiled the gage readings. A pipe 
grinding machines. Only within the last few years has section with a sharp-edged orifice was therefore used 
the grinding of bearing surfaces been looked upon with because of the similarity to the Venturi tube, and because 
favor by machinists. At the present time, however, the of its small size and cheapness of installation. The 
efficiency of the process is well recognized and up-to-date formulae developed for its use were simple and reliable 
machine shops are beginning to have as many special for the determination of the flow of gas, and they are 
appliances for grinding machines as they do for milling equally applicable to Venturi or Pitot tubes if the cor- 
machines or planers. The use of these appliances has rect constant is substituted. 
increased the efficiency of the manufacturing plant ___— 
wherever they have been installed, and bearing surfaces Patent Office Bill 
are now made more rapidly, more accurately, and with The Patent Office Bill. framed by Doctor Cottrell, the 
greater perfection than ever before. late Director of the Bureau of Mines, which has as its
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object the reorganization and systematizing of the pres- 

ent Patent Office, is just now in dispute between the 6H Nicno: anne from page 108.) 
_ : p _#w. Li 16, is wi i : 
Senate and House of Representatives. Three main pro-  gajes SON, ch °16, is with the Electrical Machinery 

oe f the bill in di ales Co., 832 First National Bank Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
visions 0 t e bill in dispute are: C. R. Pos, e ’17, may be addressed in care of the American 

Salaries of Patent Office Employees, Telephone & Telegraph Co., 195 Broadway, New York City. | 

Disbarring of Unscrupulous Attorneys, dealing with THOMAS NORBERG, who has been at home in Norway since 

the persuasion of ignorant people by unscrupulous ae oo eo to school. 

attorneys to apply for useless patents, the eonciusion of i ae! ms ee ‘he the navy since 

Administering of Emp'oyees Patents, the object of |; i ‘ ; i, on sometime he! was stationed 
AE g 0 py ? J in Philadelphia, assigned to welfare work in the shipyards 

which is to aid in the development and protect patents He has recently been transferred to Port au Prince, Haiti 

obtained by employees of the Government. where he has charge of the work of the Navy in improving 

The first provision has met with favor, the second has i cel telephone service on the island. 
. : ‘ . ‘ : OF E} jevi 

received but little attention. But the third has given rise 4), Ssor Ray OwEN, ¢ ’04, went down to Louisville, Ky., 
k 4 di = sally by th senta= the latter part of the week of February 21 to direct the 

to some eate iscussion, especially by the representa- subdivision of Camp Zachary Taylor. Ray says that the 

tives of the manufacturers’ associations who declare that camp is to be used as a residence district. 

they would rather see the bill lost than to have such a H. A. Paice, m ’12, Manager H. Johns-Manville Co., Mil- 

provision included. A substitute for this third provision waukee, was about the University February 22. He spoke 

is now being drawn which it is hoped will meet with before the Engineering Society of Wisconsin on, “The Prop- 

better favor, and will soon be presented to the Patents erties and Efficiencies of Heat and Insulation.” 

Committee. 
Guy PALMER, e ’08, is in charge of an engineering project 

. ; at New Brunswick, N. J. He has only recently returned 

$28,000,000 Bridge “7 oa ae doing a similar line of work. 

Bills authorizing the construction of a $28,000,000 yfecook, Neb. ¢’16, is an engineer and contractor in 

international bridge spanning the Detroit river from Robert P, PETERSON, ¢ '16, is with the Henry W. Horst Co., 

Detroit to Windsor, Ont., have been introduced into of Moline, Ill., as chief engineer of road construction. 

Congress and the Canadian parliament. The bridge; as James C. Pinney, C. E, ’10, dean of College of Applied 

planned, will consist of two decks, one for railway serv- ee 2 poate ine oe big acs ye Madi- 
E . - 5 or the meeting o e Wisconsin Society of Engineers. 

c vehic destrian traffic. It will a aeons . : 
ice and one for vehicles and pedestrian tra Y BERT PUERNER, m ’19, is with the Allis-Chalmers Co., West 

be operated by the two cities, and the expense of Con- Allis, Wis., and resides at the Allis-Chalmers University 

structing will be met by large business interests on both Club, 5031 National Ave. 

sides of the river. The only means of crossing the R. E. RogBertson, ¢ ’10, is County Highway Engineer at 

river now is by privately operated ferries. Mason City, owa. GEORGE HENKEL, c “17, is working with 
———_——__— . Robertson as assistant County Engineer. 

Piping Coal from the Mine L. C. Rogers, ¢ 15, writes that he is superintending the 

A project to bring coa! from the anthracite regions in construction of five miles of concrete Dixie Highway at Mil- 

Pennsylvania into New York City through two fourteen font - fi iT, de wii. the: © de P 6 

. ss sess ~ “ os . A. Royce, e 716, is wi e Cerro de Pasco Copper 

inch pipes by water pressure has been put forw ard by Corporation, and is in charge of the installation of a Pee 

R. P. Bolton, in the Scientific American. Because of a electrical unit for that campany at Morococha, Peru, S. A. 

difference in elevation of 2,000 feet between New York K. L. SEELBACH, m ’18, is an engineer with the Forest City 

and the mines at Scranton, Pa., it is estimated that Foundry & Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio He resides at 1601 

7,000,000 tons could be transported. Since 1915 the Hollyrood Rd. ; ; 
( | ott no eens: ee ee R. C. SwwceEL, e 20, is with the Wisconsin Telephone Co., 

system has been operating successfully on a small scale Milwaukee 

i The cost of transportation, it has been cal- ~ : in London. The cost of transportation, it has been ca Bop SvitAvsKY, e-ex ’19, has returned to complete his 

culated, would be less than seventy-five cents per ton, course in electrical engineering. 

and the resulting saving at the mine, due to the adoption JOHN R. SMITH, m ’05, estimator for the Freeman-Sweet . 

of this system, would serve to reduce the price of coal Company of Chicago, a firm of electrical contractors, made 

about $1.50 per ton. a business visit to Madison, and called at the College on 

pa . so . ——s February 17. Smith organized the Electrical Estimators 

The coal to be so delivered must be pulverized and weit 3 : 
. . . Association three years ago and has succeeded in putting 

treated in the usual way at the mine concentration plant — estimating on a systematic basis in that industry. His big- 

to remove impurities. The pulverized coal is placed in gest feat has been to make the various competitive firms 

the pipe line, and forced to the city by means of pumps loosen up on their cost data so that the associated estimators 

placed at various points along the way. ee a os of the experience of many contractors 

a : ¢ i t line of business. 
» recent car shortages have been responsib!e for the Ni The recent car hort iges have been respon ibie for the E. J. SPRINGER, g 09, is the New York manager of the 

high prices of coal in all parts of the country. The mine yeine Chimney Company, at 30 Church St. 

output has not been available in consuming centers at the F. SreEwarT TURNEAURE, who completed his course in min- 

time of need. Consumers have had no assurance of ing in February, and John North, a former commerce student, 

delivery at any definite time. With this water system sailed for Colombia, South America, on February 22, in 

of delivery a constant supply would be directly available company with Eugene Brossart, a former Wisconsin Tan: 
= . ° ~ The party headed for the emerald mines of the Carib Syndi- 

to consumers at a price somewhat lower than that of cate near Bogota. Besides his work in the mines, Turneaure 

today. expects to do some oil exploitation for the syndicate.
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After an Afternoon of Hard Work in the i ‘ile a oN i LAX | ee 
i Lab or Lib, Come to | 7 HA Lee 

SS Ss EB > 
t ° r | SS Qe ee OGIO. 

arsity Cafe SSS Zé ° 
i : Sk St Ss ~~ 

CORNER UNIVERSITY AVE. and PARK ST. : “@ a 7 LOE pines 
! ! Se 5 SEN BSS Bk) 
| i “RN wo oe 
i for a cheerin i ; ~ Ss ae | g enjoyable meal. i oS Se fo 
L i 8 “A 

I eng gn eee se oo Pl 3S/ ee ants a! \ 
i Why have we examined i Th t F; ° h : ‘ 
i EE» and fitted glasses to more j at urns ; 
| 2 gs. than 3500 people? J fT Ty, : <G x | Power To Millions : 
‘ i — ! 

i Our optical service is su- j 
i preme. i yee populations and innumerable in- 
i i dustries are served by power plants 
i i equipped with Allis-Chalmers machinery. 
j; Our Refracting Room is most modern. j The Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. has devel- 
i i oped steam and water turbines to high 
i . i peaks of efficiency, as evidenced by many 
i Our optical stock most complete. i of the most important stations in the 
i a i world. 

| We do no guess work, everything is done | This superiority in operating economy 
| scientifically. i and efficiency is the result of the com- 
i | plete units—prime movers, transmission 
I y. fox eMcenr eotieal service | and electrical machinery —being de- 
i OUTS TOP CHICIemt Op : | signed and built in its own great works 
i J L KLITSNER i under the direct supervision of a single 
| ° e | well organized staff of engineering ex- 
I | perts. In Allis-Chalmers plants all char- 
3 > 6! = . . . thet: | 218 State St. Phone: B. 31° i acteristics synchronize and responsibility 
| ——_ | for successful operation centers in one 
| P. S. All broken lenses duplicated on | manufacturer. 
| i | a 
i nN weak ' a i Our Engineers are always pleased to be consulted 

; e also keep a copy of your prescription. ¢ . 

5 nn nnn | Allis-Chalmers Products 
. . . Air Brakes Hydraulic Turbines 

Mr. Owen Jones recently took up his duties as piano Air CONDE ESOS Mining Machinery 
2 ” . cen eee t . . A 

leg designer for the Bangem Piano Company. Yes, we Coal Mining Machinery De sisi 
give a Ph. D. in piano leg design, the best course in Condensers . Pumping Machinery 

school. Mr. Jones is finding his work exceedingly inter- Coughing: Noches, Tole Bit Me weer 

esting, to say the least. Flee Hoists caw mut Machinery 
‘arm Tractors team Engines 

Flour Mill Machinery Steam Hoists | 
TTT Forgings prem Turbines 

It’s bad enough to have the Commerce students come vas /ngines Prerriee Meciuvery 
over and use the auditorium occasionally or invade our 

drawing classes; but when the ag. school sends over a ALLIJ- LM ERS 

delegation to study hydraulics,—well, it seems to us it’s ‘ 
time to draw the line. Yes, it is true; Prof. Corp tells us Manufacturing Company 

that he has a class of ags. s ving “Wa Measure- . . pat he nas 2 ‘ as oO ss studying “Water Measure Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A. 

ment’ —whatever that may be. District Offices in All Leading Cities.
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_ The Pawling & Harnischfeger Co. | 
= \ 

= 

1! Milwaukee, Wisconsin | 
| 

| 

i Offers to Engineering Students of the University of Wisconsin, bulletins and catalogs, mailed free, on any of i 

i the following subjects: i 

| ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANES, DRILLING AND BORING MACHINES, GRAB- 

BUCKETS, HOISTS AND MONORAIL SYSTEMS, AND i 

| EXCAVATING MACHINERY. i 

Ieee ea a pe ere gS 
—— Se ee 1 hh hh AN NN LN NL A + 

| | 

[ \4 s | 
|’ Kennedy Dairy Company 
! I 
| | 

VELVET Ice Cream i 
| , 

ssit’s All Cream” 

| 
| ‘ | 
| 618 University Avenue Phone: Badger 7100 | 

et pS nom a nc een nee BH HH RO 
: re 4 1 tn HH t . A ae 

‘THE VILTER MFG. CO., 906 Clinton St.| | gut THE ONLY BAGGAGE | 
| MILWAUKEE, WIS Established 1867 i | eee SHOP IN THE | 

| oman a ssnitotee | | Tie | LATIN QUARTER | 
i te Builders of i i He a i 

i deel Poppet Valve | | [eee 2) Special Cases Made to i 
i i Le ae d nm co ae | Measure i 
i eS ie oe Gates ij es We repair Baggage | 

i Opiate | | ee ; i 
nines | | fge |) Matson Leather 

in* Ice Making ana | | “Meg 39 Goods Co. | 
i] Refrigerating { | | 

i Machinery i] 416 STATE STREET ‘ 

Beet ne eet Ht 

Ge HAR 

| | 

; “MADISON BLU E”—A mark of quality on Blue Prints or Rectigraph Prints | 

MADISON BLUE PRINT COMPANY 

PHONE B-6800 28 W. MIFFLIN ST. 

a 

es A 

! FAIRBANKS—FREY ENGRAVING CO. ! 

| 209-211 West Water St. Stet Coma EER 

Yee habits (of) am Kod: Designing pu Coe ants i 

a ee ere ee ee 

All the New Music at HOOK BROS.
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| : SS | | CAMPUS NOTES & en ae | | ee ! | a pee es | 
i By Freperick W. Note — | 

| Se ae | | ities | tt tt AHA tH NB HE HH 

St. Pat is with us again. Hooray! much complaint of the high standard that is being re- 
ee quired of the faculty this year, but the Dean made his 

All join hands and sing “The Wearing of the Green.” standard stick; and, the sore head Special went out heavily loaded. Professor Kinne was high man with a 
grade of 94. Prof. Millar was a close second with 93 “OIOST PERFECT > RD) ° : ‘ ; | TOST PERFECT GIRL’ MARRIED TO and Van Hagan came third with 89. Mrs. Corp and 

- ENGINEER.” Mrs. Van Hagan both received passing grades. Erwin 
In proof of our contention that the engineers always Anderson, instructor in Steam and Gas, had a grade of 

go after and get the best—we offer the above headline 87 and received special commendation in view of the fact 
taken from a recent newspaper clipping. Say what you that he is a new man at Wisconsin. 
will, it takes an engineer to do things right. 

Ape. SER NEW SHOP GET YOUR SMOKES? as c : Pat Hyland j ill ‘i ‘ . The pattern and foundry classes started with a rush a and is still smiling a se twin daughters : . . A . A i> SH ie oe nar, twa daughters, at the new engineering shops at Camp Randall. The Marguerite and cia, who arrive f 2 f f ; P. | it all the cites 70 tthe on February 23: benches for the foundry were designed by Instructor at lays it all t > efficac - " D5 _— ee ne fe cacy i ia . he inhabits. Goude and made by the students. The % ton baby rof. Keown, his predecess ad as 2xperience . : : f y ke pred Wek ee ot “ho he “Wrest cupola, designed by Mr. Payton, is operating success- not so very long ago. Prof. a ay as: che L . 
' So ery fong ago £08 hee i w ih Tas en of fully. It was built by Shop 7 men under the super- the assignmen ooms, says that fac 2 rs a aa ¢ : ayes : ; er Let abet s, says tat taculty members are vision of Mr. Hitchcock. Locker facilities will be pro- real sports, and that already re are ye s und : : ‘ cl othe an oo aut y Mi ie - = ieacstie under vided immediately. Mr. Lehman has charge of the new way to dispossess Pat a ake his 2 fr Pisce, ; 3 : ¥ to ispossess Pat and take his office from him. shops. The forge shop wi'l be in operation at the end 

| _ of this semester. 
Che newly installed student chapter of the American 

Society of Civil Engineers held its first meeting on Fri- 2 a : = _ - Dean Anson Marston, of Iowa State College, spoke ou day, February 25th. Dean Anson Marston of Iowa... . ; . i es ‘ : : Friday, February 25, in the Engineering Auditorium. State College at Ames, welcomed the chapter into the Se won ws 2 an . Pare 2 . His talk was on “Our National Highway Engineering organization. Dean Marston, who is a director of the ” . , ; - F © es eS ; - Problem,” and it was well received. Dean Marston is a A. S.C. E., reviewed the growth and development of ‘ : 3 = Sagi 5 ‘i ao ye . member of the Iowa State Highway Commission, the the society and its present policies. Professor L. S. i 5 z ke A : Se - as : yr sy Tes National Research Council, and is a director of the smith told of the University of Wisconsin Civil Engin- : oe wpe ype . oe . 2s F «American Society of Civi! engineers. eering Society as it was in his day at school, while I. I. 3 
Rotter gave an account of the present status of the SSS SST 

society. Old Timer says that once upon a time it was the 
TTT custom for the senior engineers to play a game of base 

The first unit of the new engineering !aboratories, ball with the engineering faculty sometime in the spring ; 
which is located on University Avenue, just west of the when Commencement Day was near and there was little 
Forest Products Laboratory, was the scene of a house chance of a senior receiving the prong in case of poor 
warming by the engineering faculty on February 9. diplomacy. . And it fell out that, on one such occasion, 
Supper was served under the direction of Mesdames Reddy Millar came to bat with Jerry Donohue on the 
Owen and Price. Ray craved the ham, and Jack Price mound for the seniors. As Jerry wound up, some soph | 
was cotfee boy. _.\fter supper The Dean conducted an in the stands, who had been flunked in descript, bawled 
examination of his faculty. Each person wore a card out, “Soak him in the ribs, Jerry.” And lo, Jerry heard 
with a number. Each was given a blue book containing the shout, and became ivi'd and the ball crashed into 
numbers and was told to drift around and write in the Professor Millar’s ribs with a sickening clank, and the 
book the name that corresponded to each number. Then unfortunate sank to the greensward and was carried ot! 
the books were checked against the key list and graded. in a blanket. Which is the true reason why Jerry Done- 
The great number of new names made it an exciting test hue, when he returns to Madison for conventions anv 
of mixibility. Passing grade was 80 names, and only such, cannot be induced to wander into the wing where 
ten per cent of the class was able to pass. There was Prof. Millar has his sanctum.
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TRY THIS ON YOUR SLIPSTICK One of the numerous co-eds who infest our no longer 6 
An L. & S. instructor, in checking a problem for his sanctum happened to be in the corridor on the third 

class of C. C’s, read the following answer on his ro-inch_ floor near the busy stairway. 
rule. “oor.” Then the C. C.’s marvelled. Says she in great excitement and haste, “Where’s 

down?” 
j ‘ z i That should Tau Bete have answered? 

The biggest parade in years is the prediction for the What should, Lau ve answer 

Engineer’s St Pat parade on March roth. The sacred . 
: me A PAT STORY WITHOUT THE MIKE 

Blarney stone, the snake, and St. Pat himself will be 0 5 f OU : u r 
tt Fl spifvi I : bs id Et 1 Once there was a Professor of Machine Design and 

rere. oats typitying the engineer's scca oF the col they called him “Pat.” On the side he did certain little 
leges across the campus and on the hill will be features - | SAS : oe 

fd le a ‘ aig Blancs , _... hings such as designing heating and ventilating system: 
of the parade, and prizes will be offered to the entrants 3 Ped 
of the bestextibitscaf talent. All eneiieers not di some for schools, presumably to add to his professorial income. 

nay ee ae . a One day a fellow Prof. in an adjoining office heard a 
group will be expected to march in the checring section. 2 . a 

. sound like autumn and, going into Pat’s office, found 

. . . : : : _ him feverishly turning the leaves of an E. FE. handbook. 

The Engineering Society of Wisconsin, a state organt- ()uoth he, “What’s the matter, Pat?’ And Pat says, 
zation, held its thirteenth annual meeting at the college “Why is an induction motor?” Upon hearing the explan- 

on February 21 and 22. It brought many Wisconsin ation he said, “Thats what I thought. But I specified 

alumni back both to deliver papers and to listen. Prof. one for a ventilator fan in the Podunk schools and they 

CL. Corp was elected president, and Jerry Donohue, tell me it won’t run.” “What kind of juice do they have 

c ’07, vice-president for the ensuing year. up there?” asked the fellow Prof. “Why, it’s direct cur- 
ee rent,” says Pat. 

DANNY MEAD was recently re-elected president of Pat is right-handed, and he wrote the specifications 

the fast-growing and enthusiastic Technical Club of with a left-handed .fountain pen, which probably ac- 

: i ‘ : counts for the slip of the induction motor. 
Madison, and in accepting the honor, said that he felt 

like the young lady of Siam: a ! 5 ‘ 23 
Then W S a - oune lady of Siam The following men completed their work in the mining 

¥ 4 sady ot 
Who said to er love ““Oh. Priam course last semester and have been recommended for 

r , Priam, : ; eat ie 
To kis i - graduation: Warren Walters, Joe Roman, Frederick S. 

KISS me, cours ™ : 

You'll h ise ‘ , Turneaure, Walter Albers, H. G. Hymer, Marcus Link. 
u'll have to use force, 

: But knows you a r tha 8 7 oi a. _ 
God knows you are stronger than Tam Professor Van Hagan made a trip to Chicago on Feb- 

ruary 26, to represent the WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

_ EXAMS _ at a meeting called for the purpose of organizing tech- 

Exams are just a pipe for me; they cause no grief nical college magazines into an association. 

nor misery, for I’ve been as busy as a bee the whole a 
semester long. [ve ambled gently on my way -and Two new men have been added to the staff of the 
semes g. . : 
cleaned the slate up, day by day, so now I whistle and arr Schoo as oe d EWi . 

feel gay for with the profs I’m strong. No lab reports . “es ies P — Ss i Ment gra — ° a 
. + : : $ searc E ‘ssor a rey. . s 1m 

curtail my joys; no cramming makes me lose my poise; 1S Nesear’ ence (OF erarsy © comes Tro 
I list serenely to the noise made by the loafing throng: the metallurgy division of the Bureau of Standards. 

Thev spoofed me in the days gone by when they shot Mr. George J. Barker is an instructor in mining and 

oul, awd fussed. ahile T eas earns the old bean on Comes from the research department of the Great Falls 

: nas akcaaat a Sec - plant of the Onaconda Copper Company. 
high; but now they’re all in wrong. They’re victims of I HS . PI pans 

hard hearted profs, who flunk the freshmen and the _ 5 ; : 
soph! and ore all bulbul talk with laughs,—if you'll Do not forget to salute the Blarney Stone in a suitable 

beliewe fusie ong. Nay, nay, old dea don't hift tt and fitting manner. Remember your chance comes only 
v St . Nay, ys Yr, OT sni ne 

” : ae once a vear, 
blame; quit bellyaching and be game. The profs treat - 

all of us the same. Don’t quit and take the gong. Just > . = i 4 en & 
pueleup, bo, you'll find. des ns if every day ect Pl Frederick S. Turneaure has gone to Colombia, South 

coe ee; “ F rica reological exploration work for a large 
the slate, and profs won’t push you through the gate, eens adiote, OgIse" EXE “om . 

* eastern Sy cate. 

nor spear you with the prong. Marr Bastn . 

Junior M. E.’s no longer have a fear of high voltages 

MODERN CONVENIENCES OF EDUCATION such as they had before starting FE. E. 144. At the 

Prof. Andy Anderson in Steam and Gas 3—: “You beginning of the course, their instructor, after a lengthy 

may see now in our steam work that we need no defini- lecture on the danger of electricity, told of a man who 

tion or understanding of entropy. which is a great con- “carried” 4,000 volts,—but lived. 

venience.” “But,” he said, “he was almost entirely killed.”
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TRE y i Lf gp i Testing the strength of Hercules Dynamite in Ballistic 

Pp ke. cat MEA LG ean EN Mortar House 
oe Ze ae 

4 ee Sng Re at Be, is Ui ea) Se ss 

Us =) Vigilance That Begets CZ, TS 

NC Confidence 
Ni Ha ag Sy : 

be AAR, a sputtering fuse, a report—and the recoil‘of a 
a mortar, which hangs as a great pendulum, registers the 

energy stored in Hercules Dynamite. This simple but accu- 
rate test is only one of many which are employed by the 
Hercules Powder Co. to maintain the unfailing high and uni- 
form quality of Hercules Explosives. 

Before it is finally accepted as ready for commercial use a 
Hercules Explosive, no matter what its nature, must pass 
almost as many examinations as a boy about to graduate from 
high school. It is due to this unflagging vigilance on the part 
of the menwho make them that the products of the Hercules 
Powder Co. occupy the enviable position they do in the fields 
of sport and industry. 

Among hunters and trap shooters, miners and quarrymen, 
engineers and contractors, Hercules Explosives enjoy a firmly 
established reputation for unusually high and uniform quality. 
This is the reason why they are called upon to perform so 
much of the work which can only be carried on efficiently 
and economically by the use of explosives. 

Cao 

Explosives Chemicals Naval Stores 

HERCULES POWDER CO. 
Chicago St. Louis New York 
Pittsburg, Kan. Denver Hazleton, Pa. 
San Francisco Salt Lake City Joplin 

pi Chattanooga Pittsburgh, Pa. Wilmington, Del. 
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Ball Game - Scho ol- Church 
9 

etter (lomes~business | 
A nation can only progress through greater forerunners of bettered homes, schools and 
contact of its people—through the readier churches; improved business and advanced 
exchange of common interest between fam- social spirit. 
ily and family, community and community. When these bettered roads in your com- 
The transportation of people and all their munity are built of concrete, wholly or in 
products is primarily on roads. They are part, let it be dominant strength concrete— 
the first avenues of contact and communi- for the sake of permanence and lower cost 
cation. And bettered roads are inevitably of maintenance. 

eS) KOEHRING (es ae | 
ee |) og a3 

a Te e ROIs: ex ° 
ee oe oncrete ixers 

a tandardi t Cig standardize concrete 
The distinctive re-mixing action of the Koehring drum produces dominant 
strength concrete—a concrete that is uniform to the last shovelful of 
every batch—every fragment of stone, every grain of sand thoroughly Contractors who 
coated with cement. Koehring re-mixed concrete is stronger by official wn 1 
test than the same aggregate mixed by other mixers. oO z Koehring 

Write for Van Vleck’s book, “‘Standardized Concrete’’—mailed to you free. My Se deserve 

KOEHRING MACHINE COMPANY recognition fr 
Milwaukee » Wisconsin Dominant 

Strength 
Concrete 
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Ses Pessoa a2 ee at Is Air Pressure? 

ee eee HE air is composed of molecules. They constantly 
ee bombard you from all sides. A thousand taps by a 

et A ~ thousand knuckles will close a barn door. The taps 
vo Me as a whole constitute a push. So the constant bombardment 

y of the air molecules constitutes a push. At sea-level the air 

“% molecules push against every square inch of you with a . 
total pressure of nearly fifteen pounds. 

Pressure, then, is merely a matter of bombarding mole- 

cules. 

When you boil water you make its molecules fly off. 
: The water molecules collide with the air molecules. It takes 

a higher temperature to boil water at sea-level than on Pike’s 
Peak. Why? Because there are more bombarding molecules 
at sea-level—more pressure. 

Take away all the air pressure and you have a perfect 
vacuum. A perfect vacuum has never been created. In the 
best vacuum obtainable there are still over two billion mole- 
cules of air per cubic centimeter, or about as many as there 

are people on the whole earth. 

Heat a substance in a vacuum and you may discover 
properties not revealed under ordinary pressure. A new 
field for scientific exploration is opened. 

Into this field the Research Laboratories of the General 
Electric Company have penetrated. Thus one of the chem- 
ists in the Research Laboratories studied the disintegration 
of heated metals in highly exhausted bulbs. What happened 
to the glowing filament of a lamp, for example? The glass 
blackened. But why? He discovered that the metal dis- 

tilled in the vacuum depositing on the glass. 
This was research in pure science — research in what 

, may be called the chemistry and physics of high vacua. It 
was undertaken to answer a question. It ended in the dis- 

covery of a method of filling lamp bulbs with an inert gas 

under pressure so that the filament would not evaporate so 
readily. Thus the efficient gas-filled lamp of today grew out 

of a purely scientific inquiry. 

So, unforeseen, practical benefits often result when re- 

search is broadly applied. 

General@Electric 
General Office Company Schenectady, N.¥. 

98-359 H 
see sic a
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